The shared-memory model of computation typically provides processes with an arbitrary number of
(i) All si have the value 11, i = 1,.. .,n-
1, or
(ii) There is some j~1 such that sj has the value 10, and sj+l, . . . ,sn-l have the value 11 (or j = n-l).
To see this, assume that the system does not have property (i), and let j be the maximal index for In Scenario S1, process r runs to completion, deciding v. Scenario S2 is as follows (see Figure  1 ).
Run p and q until they are about to execute S (which they must do) for the first time.
Run p to completion; it will decide u.
Now run q for a single step -the execution of S -and crash it, leaving the object in state 10.
Finally, run r to completion. Run p until just before its first write operation, which will be L.
Let q propose v and run it until just before its first write operation -this must be R by the same reasoning.
Run p to completion (it decides u).
Schedule q for the single step R, and crash it.
Finally, wake up r. Since the object is in state 11, it must decide v. has consensus number 2 if m = 2, and 3 if m >3.
Proof.
The case in which m = 2 is straightforward.
Thus let us assume m~3; first we give a protocol for 3 processes to solve leader election. Let PI, P2, p3 be the names of the processes, and let the registers be numbered 0,1,.,,.
We will say that pi marks an interval [a, b] by simultaneously writing its name in registers a, a + 1,...,b.
The protocol is as follows. Proof. Let C be a cycle in G containing edges of both labels; we obtain contradictions in the following three cases.
1) C is a 3-cycle. Let el, e2, e3 be the three edges of C, and pl, p2, p3 the three processes performing the swaps. We can assume without loss of generality that V1 # V3. Then scheduling p1p2p3 from u results in the same system state as scheduling p3p2p1, yet these states are determined for different values.
2) C is a 4-cycle. Let el,. . . . e4 be the four edges in '(clockwise" order, and pl, ..., p4 the associated processes. Claim 1 implies that V1 = V3 and V2 = VA;
hence it must be that VI # V2. But from U, the schedules plpspzpA and pzpAplps leave the system in the same state.
3) C is a b-cycle, b >5. Let e and e' be neighbor- 
